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MA THEM A TICS 

A PROPERTY OF LOGARITHMIC CONCAVE FUNCTIONS. I ---
BY 

C. G. LEKKERKERKER 

(Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN DE:& CORPUT at the meetip.g of October 31, 1953) 

In this paper we use the following definitions. 
Definition I. A real function g(x) of a real variable x is said to be 
convex in the interval (a, b) if in this interval g(x) satisfies the condition 

(l) g(x) < XcX g(x1) + X-X1 g(xz) if X1 < X < Xz; 
X2-X1 X2-Xi 

g(x) is said to be concave, if this condition holds with the :S sign replaced 
by the > sign. 
Definition II. A positive function /(x) is called logarithmic convex 
(logarithmic concave) in the interval (a, b) if g(x)=log f(x) is convex (con
cave) in (a, b). If for each admissable set x1, x, x2 the relation (1) holds 
with the < sign ( > sign), then g(x) is called strictly convex (strictly concave) 
and f(x) is called strictly logarithmic convex (strictly logarithmic concave). 

Some well-known properties may be stated as follows. 
(i) If g(x) is convex, then -g(x) is concave, and conversely. 
(ii) If g(x) is convex or concave in the interval (a, b), then g(x) is con
tinuous in the interior of (a, b). 
(iii) If f(x) and <p(x) are logarithmic convex in (a, b), then the sum 
f(x) +cp(x) also is logarithmic convex in (a, b). 
(iiii) Let f(x, t) be a positive function of two real variables x, t. Let 
(a, b) and (c, d) be two intervals, such that for each tin the interval (c, d), 
f(x, t) is a logarithmic convex function of x in (a, b), and such that 

d 

F(x) = f f(x, t)dt 

exists if x belongs to (a, b). Then the function F(x) is logarithmic convex 
in (a, b). 

Generally spoken (iii) and (iiii) are not true for logarithmic concave 
functions. For a speoial class of functions, however, it may be possible to 
establish the analogues of (iii) and (iiii). The main object of this paper is 
a proof of the following rema:rbble resµlt. 

Theorem 1. Let f(x) and q>(x) be two functions of a real variable x 
Suppose that 
1°. /(x) and <p(x) are positive and steailily i/ecreasing for x > 0. 
2°. f(x) and <p(x) are logarithmic concave in the interval O -C::. x < op. 



J 
" 

uo .. ,,,0 .-uu. 0 ~ ;r, < oo. 

nu1.ci1,off. of ;r: in any iAtertJQ.l 
w,r,,,,....,,.cr,,.,.., cmicat1e. 

(t •O, l, ... ) 

a (jl:quen:cA? of 1u111.c,u4,n.s u wluch 

</.(0}< .... (5) (kf@(O)< 

1ip1;»i<:~\t11on of the l&St thoorem. I.et a; - ... be 
:random ,.,....,..,,.,,... independently di~rt.rihu-t,erl with common de11..-ut:y 
flmotion /,,(x). We sup~ that is symmetric and th&t, for x ~ 0 this 
function is oontinuous and ste&dily deoree.sing. We next consider the 
random v&rie.bles defin6d induclively by 

I- (k = 1,2, ... ; ,, "" 1,2, ... ). 

For fixed n the r&ndom va:riabl~ ... a.1-e independently distributeq 
with a oommon density function, whioh ma.y be denoted by /,.(x). Sinoe 
the density funotkm t: of is given by 

f 2 if X ~ 0 
"'" l O if X < 0' 

we have t,he formulA 
00 

"''4 f /,.(t) /,.(t+ )dt (n= I, 2, ... ). 
0 

\Ye a..qk for a sm1h that Hie values /IJ(O), /1(0), /2(0), ... form a 
monotonoously 1nc1n'!l!blilnw sequence 1 ). In virtue of the symmetry of / 0(:1.:) 
we ha·ve 

00 00 

I =½ f /0(x)lir=½-
ij 

1) This \lli'~S raised Mr ,J. DE Bo;;R, collabor11,t.or at tho Statistical 
Departmtrnt of tho M6.thematieal Centre at Arruit-0rd,un. After a discussion with 
Prof". v. D. C()IU'DT ~nd Prof. v AN \VI,TNOAAltDEN I wits Jed to the assertions of 
theorems l -.1 2. 
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Now an answer to the. question is afforded immediately by theorem 2. 
For taking y= ~' we see that the sequence of values f,,.(0) is monotoneously 
increasing indeed, if f(x) satisfies the additional condition of being loga
rithmic concave in the interval O < x<oo, whereas log f(x) is not linear 
in any interval a<x<oo(a>0). 

Proof of theorem I. 
I. The integral (2) exists for x 2: 0, and, as a function of x, is positive 

and steadily decreasing 

By (ii) and 2° we see that f(x) and <p(x) are continuous for x>0. Clearly 
it is no loss of generality to suppose that these functions are continuous 
also at the point x = 0 and there assume the value 

(6) f(0) = <p(O) = 1. 

Put g(x)= -log f(x), g(I)=t'.X. Then g(x) is steadily increasing and convex 
in the interval Os x<oo. In particular we have 1X>g(0)=0. Applying (I) 
with Xi= 0, x= I, x1 > I we find 

x-1 1 I 
ix s x"" g(0) + ;; g(x) = ;; g(x) for x > I, 

hence 
f(x) = e-o<rc> < e-o<ro for x 2: I. 

Similarly there exists a positive number /J, such that 
cp(x) S e-Prc for x > I. 

Consequently the integral (2) exists 2). Let it represent the function 
fi(x). Evidently fi(x) is positive. For O s Xi <x2 we have 

hence 
cp(t+~1)>cp(t+x2 ) for all t 2: 0, 

00 00 

f f(t) cp(t+x1)dt> f f(t) <p(t+x2)dt, 
0 0 

i.e. f 1(Xi) > f1(x2). Hence f1(x) is steadily decreasing. 

2. Differentiability of /i(x) in a special case 
We now consider functions f(x), cp(x) of a more special kind. In fact we 

shall suppose, in this and the next three sections, that f(x) and rp(x) 
instead of 1°, 2° fulfill the more restrictive conditions 
a0• f(x) and cp(x) are continuous for x 2: 0, whereas 

(6) f(O) = <p(O) = I 

4°. there exist a positive number a and four sequences of positive numbers 
ix,,., {J,,., c,,., d,,. (n= I, 2, ... ), such that 

(7) 0<ix1 < °'2 s ... ; 0</31 < /32 S ... 

(8) if (?!'- I) as x<na (n= I, 2, ... ). f(x)=c,.e-°'"'°~. 
<p(X) = d,. e-P,,.rc . 

-----
a) For the same reason the number 1' occurring in theorem 2 is :finite. 
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We note that according to the continuity of j(x) and cp(x) the numbers 
011 , d11 satisfy the relations 

(9) 

whereas 

(10) 

f(na) = Cn e-o:,,,..na = Cn+l e-"'ntl'M} 

<p(na) = dn e-Pn.na = dn+l e-Pn+l·na 
(n = 1,2, ... ), 

In this section we shall prove that, if f(x) and <p(x) fulfill the conditions 
3° and 4°, the function 

00 

(11) f1(x)= I f(t) <p(t+x)dt 
0 

s continuously differentiable for x > 0. 
Let x0> 0 be arbitrary and let e be a positive number. Put 

x0 =ga+~0, where 0 < ~0 <a and g is a non-negative integer 

tn=na-~0 (n= 1, 2, ... ), 

so that t1 > 0. 
Let o and h be any real numbers with 

O<o<½a, o<ti, h-=j=.O, x0+h > 0. 

Then we may write 

In virtue of the conditions 3° and 4° we clearly have 

I (J)(t+1:-<p(t) I ::;: n~i~~- /Jn e-Pn.(n-l)a = B, say, 

for all real t and h1 with t > 0, h1 -=j=.O, t + h1 > 0. Hence 

t,.H I I f f(t) · 'P(t+xo+~-qi(t+Xo) dt < 2 Bo f(t11 - o). 
t11-6 

Now fix o, such that 
00 

2 Bo-{f(0) + L f(na)} < e. 
n=O 

Then we get 

j t,r f(t). (J)(t+Xo+h)-qi(t+xo) dt + I tnrf(t). qi(t+xo+h)-qi(t+Xo) dt I < e. 
0 h n=l t,,.-6 h 

The function <p(t) has a continuous derivative, except possibly at the 
points 0, a, 2a, ... , whereas 

j<p'(t)j < B (t#-0, a, 2a, ... ). 
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Hence the function /(t). \i:p'(t+x0)! can be integrated over the interval 
0 < t < =· In particular we find the estimate 

tn+o 

I f f(t)•i:p'(t+x0)dt\<2Bof(t"-o) 
tn-6 

and a similar estimate for Jb1 - 6• This implies 

t,-6 00 t,,,+o 
If f(t)•i:p'(t+Xo)dt+I, f f(t),q:/(t+x0 )dt!<s. 

0 n=l t,,-6 

According to the choice oft,. the derivative rp'(t + x0) certainly exists if 
t-=j::.t". We can find a positive number 'Y/ < o, x0 , such that 

\rp'(t+x)-rp'(t+x0 )1 <s, 

if x0 -'f}<x<x0 +rJ and if t belongs to the interval (0, ;- o) or to one of 
the intervals (t,, + o, t,,+1 - o) (n= I, 2, ... ). Henceforth 

I tf + I tn+r6) f(t). ( q:(t+xo+h)-rp(t+xo) - cp'(t + Xo)) dt I 
O n=l tn+6 h 

t, - 6 00 t,. + 1 - 6 00 

< e( f f(t)dt + 2. f f(t)dt) < sf f(t)dt if 0< JhJ < 'Y/· 
o n=l tn+o o 

Combining the results we obtain 

I /1(xo+/i-/1(Xo) - 7 f(t). cp'(t + Xo) dt I 
I oo tn+o h) ( ) oo tn+<l 

= n~1 t}_,,J(t). g,(t+xo+ h -rp t+xo dt -,.~1 t,.[of(t)·i:p'(t + Xo) dt + 

+ tt + I tn+r6)f(t). (rp(t+xo+h)-q:,(t+Xo) _cp'(t+xo))dtl 
o n=l t,..+6 h 

00 

< e (2 + f f(t) dt) if O < I h I < 'Y/ ; 
0 

00 00 

I J /( t) · q/ ( t + x) dt - f /( t) • i:p' ( t + x0 ) dt I 
0 0 

00 

<e(2+ff(t)dt) if Jx-x0 J<r;,x>0. 
0 

We conclude that the function /1(x), given by (11), is continuously 
differentiable for x > 0, whereas we have 

00 

(12) f{(x)= f f(t) cp'(t+x)dt. 
0 

By a small modification of the foregoing argument we see that these 
conclusions even hold for x ~ 0. 

3. An expression for fi(x) 

We suppose 0<x<a and express /1(x) in terms of a, an, /3,., x. It will 
appear that /1(x) is indefinitely differentiable for ·O<x<a. 
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Dividing in (11) the range of integration into the intervals ((n- l)a, 
na-x), (na-x, na) (n= 1, 2, ... ) we find from (8) 

oo na-x ~ M 
fi(x) = L f c11 d11 e-"'"t-P,.<t+:tl dt + L f c,. d,.+ 1 e-«nt-P,.+1<t+:tl dt 

n-l(n-1)<1 n-ln<1-<1: 

.. 
+ ! c.,d,,,+t { e- .... M-Pn+1""+ .. .,:t - e-a.,,n<1-P.,+1=-Pn+1:t}. 

n-1 exn+fJn+l 

Using (9) and (10) we can express c.., d., in terms of a, ix.,, {J.,. We find 

(n=2,3, ... ), 

hence 

(n = 1,2, ... ). 

Similarly we find 

" = e-,.B,+.B,+ ... +P.,>" d e-P.,M } 

d .. +1 e-Pn+1M 
(n= 1,2, ... ). 

In order to obtain a neat expression for fi(x) we introduce 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16 

Un(x) = e-(«,+ ... +<><n-1l<1-(P,+ ... +Pn-1l"-P,.Q)} 
(n = 1, 2, ... ) 

Vn(x) = e-(a,+ ... +<><,i)<1-(P,+ ... +P.,)<1+<>.,a: 

1 1 
An= fJ ---exn-1 + n cxn+fJn 

(n=2,3, ... ) 

B __ 1__ 1 
n - CXn + fJn -°'n-+--=-fJ,.-+-l (n=l,2, ... ). 

Then the expression found for f1(x) takes the form 

) 

00 1 1 . 1 ] li(x) = L -+R { U,i(x)- V,.(x)} - +R { Un+1(x)-V,.(x)} 
n=l °'n /Jti CXn fJn+I 

(17) 
00 00 

= - LA,. U11(x) - LB., V11(x) (0 < x < a). 
n-l n=l 

Differentiating U.,(x) and V 11(x) with respect to x we find 

(18) U~(x)= -fJ .. U .. (x) , V~(x)=<X., Vn(x). 

Since the numbers An, B .. certainly are bounded and since the expressions 
U,.(x), V .. (x) are majorized by e-,n-tl <"'i+P,l", it follows from (17) and (18) 
that fi(x) can be differentiated indefinitely for O<x<a. 

On account of 

(0 < X < a) 

the functio~s U.,(x), V .. (x) satisfy the relations 

(19) 
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We conclude this section by computing the following expressions 

In order to shorten the calculations we introduce an unspecified positive 
number {)/,0 and for a moment replace 

1 l 1 A1 = - -- by -- - --e<1 +f/1 CXo +t/1 CX1 +t/1 • 

Then we find for n= 1, 2, ... 

1 l 
= CXo +f/1 - C<n-1 +fJn' 

ni\- /3k A +{)(,kB) = nf (- /Jk + --1!!!_ + _!!:Jf_ - CXk ) 
k=l k k k=l C<k-1 +fJk cxk+f3k cxk+/3k C<k+/1"+1 

C<o C<n-1 
= C<o +f/1 - <Xn-1 +f3n' 

n-1 n-1 ( 132 132 cx2 cx2 ) L (/32 A + a2 B ) _ L k _ __ k _ + __ k _ _ k 
k=l k k k k - k=l C<k-1 +f3k C<k+f3k C<k+f3k cxk+f3k+l 

= "i.:.1 ( {Ji _ /3 + {Xk _ i:xi ) = nf (- /3kcxl,-1 + 1Xk/Jk+1 ) 
k=l C<k-1+/3k k IXk+fJk+l k=l IXk-1+f3k 1Xk+f3k+l 

_ _ rxo/J1 + /Xn-1/3» 
- IXo +/J1 !Xn-1 +f3,. • 

Letting ()/,0 tend to infinity the final results take the form 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) (n=l,2, ... ). 

4. If f(x) and cp(x) fulfill the conditions 3° and 4°, with some a> 0, then 
li(x) is logarithmic concave in the interior of the interval (0, a) 

Since /1(x) certainly is twice differentiable for O<x<a, it comes to the 
same thing to show that 

d 2 l f ( ) _ f1(x)/~(x)-{/~(:r)} 2 

dx2 og 1 x - U1(x)}2 
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HI at m.'ost equal to zeto for O<:a:<cr, Put 

H(x-) = /1(x) f~ (x)- {l;(x)}2• 

Then, applying (17) and (18), for O<x<a we get 

Carrying out the multiplications and gathet1hg the terms wi'th 

Un(x) Uk(x) , U11(x) V:t(x) , Vn(x} Vt(x) (n= 1, 21 ... ; k= l, 2, ..• ) 

we find 

(23) 

H(x) = I I ({J,. - /Jk)2 AnAk U,.(x) Uk(x) 
l::;i;k<n 

+ > ! ({J,. + 1Xk) 2 An Bk U,.(x) f\(a:) 
l~k<n 

+ > > (/J,. + 1Xk) 2 An Bk U,.(x) Vk(x) 
l~n~ 

+I> (ixk-lX,.) 11 BnBk V,.(x) Vk(:l). 
l::;i;n~ 

In virtue of \7), (15), (16) the numbers A,., B"' are all 2: 0, except A1• 

Hence the first double series in the last member consists of non-negative 
terms only, since for each term n 2: 2. Applying (19) We see, that the sum 
of this double series is not diminished, if in each term we replace Uk(x) by 
U1(x). Similarly the sum of the second double series does not decrease if 
in each term we replace the factor V1c(x) by U1(x). In the third double 
series the terms with n = l may be negative, whereas the other terms are 
certainly non-negative; hence the sum of this series is not diminished if 
we replace U,.(x) by Ur(x). In the fourth double series we replace V,..(:r:) 
by U1(x). We thus obtain 

Ul( ) H(x) :s;: > I {({J,. - {Jk) 2 A,. + (/3,. + IX,.)2 Bk} A,. U.,.(x) + 
1 X l~k<n 

Put 

(n = 2, 3, ... ) 

k 
~2) = I {(/Jn + 1Xk)2 An+ (IX,. - IX1,)2 B,.} (k=l,2, ... ). 

n-1 

Then the last inequality takes the form 
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The expressions S;fl and SL2l can easily be computed. Applying (20), (21), 
(22) we find 

le k i, 

Sfl = (Xi I (An+ B .. ) - 21Xk 2 (- f3nAn + LXn B,,} + Z (/3.~An + IX! B,.) 
n-1 n-1 n=l 

<X% 2rxkf3k+l /3 <Xkf3k+l /3 
= - <Xk+fJk+l - IXk+fJk+l - l + <X7c+fJk+l = - l - °'k. 

Consequently 

1 00 00 

Ui(x) H(x) < ,J2 (/3n - /31) A .. U .. (x) + J~. ( - °'k - {31) Bk V.,(x). 

The first sum consists of non-negative terms only. In this sum put n= k+ I. 
Using (19) we obtain 

Since 

(/3k+1 - f31) Ak+l + (- °'k - f31) Bk 

/h+1-fJ1 fJk+1-fJ1 _ rxk+/31 + <Xk+f31 
1Xk+f3k+1 iXk+l +fJk+l <Xk+/3k IXk+fJk+l 

_ 1 _ fJk+1-fJ1 _ rxk+fJ1 _ IXk+l +/31 _ IXk+/31 
- IXk+l +f3k+l rxk+fJk+i - rxk+l +/3k+l 1Xk+f3k' 

we conclude 

(24) 
l oo 

-0 ( ) H(x) < z tk Vk(x) 
1 X k-1 

(0 < X < a), 

where 

(25) t _ !XJc+1+f31 IXk+/31 
k - IXk+l +fJH1 - IXk+Pk • 

The partial sums of these numbers tk are all non-positive. In fact we have 

(N = 1,2, ... ). 

Since for fixed x the values Vk(x) form a decreasing sequence (see (19)), 
partial summation leads to 

oo d2 I tk V,.,(x) < 0, hence dx2 log /i(x) < 0. 
1c-1 

This proves the assertion. 
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5. If f(x) and rp(x) satisfy the conditions 3° and 4°, then f1(x) is loga
rithmic concave in the interval O ~ x < oo 

Let g be a positive integer. Put 

rp(ga+x)=qi*(x) (x > 0). 

Then /(x) and rp(x) fulfill the conditions 3° and 4°, except for the relations 
(6). But the result of the preceding section remains true if (6) is not 
satisfied. Consequently the function li(x), represented by 

00 

ft(x)= f f(t) rp*(t+x)dt, 
0 

is logarithmic concave in the interval 0<x<a. Since we have ft(x) = 
j 1(ga+x) and since the positive number g is arbitrary, we conclude that 
/ 1(x) is logarithmic concave in the interior of each of the intervals 
(ga, (g+ l)a) (g=O, 1, 2, ... ). 

Now in section 2 we found that f1(x) is differentiable. Hence the last 
result means that d/dx{-Iog /i(x)} is non-decreasing in each of the intervals 
ga<x<(g+l)a (g=0, 1, 2, ... ). Since /1(x) is even continuously differen
tiable for x ~ 0, we conclude that d/dx{ -log f1(x)} is non-decreasing 
throughout for x 2 0. This proves that /1(x) is logarithmic concave in the 
interval 0 ~ x<cxi. 

6. The continuity and logarithmic concavity of f1(x) in the general case 

Let the functions f(x) and rp(x) be continuous for x z 0 and fulfill the 
conditions 1° and 2°. Suppose that (6) holds. We approximate /(x) and 
cp(x) by functions which possess the properties 3° and 4°. 

Let a be an arbitrary positive number. We determine two functions 
F(a; x), f/>(a; x) by the following requirements. 
a) F(a; na)=f(na) , f/>(a; na)=qi(na) (n=0, 1, 2, ... ) 
b) log F (a; x) and log f/>( a; x) are linear functions of x in each of the 
intervals (n- I)a < x ~ na (n= I, 2, ... ). Then the functions F(a; x), 
<.P(a; x) are positive, continuous and steadily decreasing for x > 0, 
whereas we have 

F(a; 0)= f/>(a; 0)= I. 
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Put 

(26) 
\ - ¾ [log F(a; na)-log F(a; (n- l)a)]=iXn / 

~-¾[log <t>(a; na)-Iog <t>(a; (n- l)a)]=fJn \ 

and define the numbers c,,., dn (n= 1, 2, ... ) by 

F(a; na)= f(na)= c,, e-"',.no-, 

<t>(a; na)=cp(na)=dn e-fJ,,,no-_ 

This leads to the formulae 

(n=l,2, ... ) 

F(a; x) = en e-"'n" if (n- l)a < x < na } 
<t>(a; x)=dn e-flnx if (n-l)a < x < na (n= l, 2' ... ). 

We note that the numbers cX,,., fJn, c,,., d,,. depend on the choice of a. Applying 
(1) to the function g(x)= -Iogf(x), with x1 =(n-l)a, x=na, x2 =(n+l)a, 
we find 

g(na) < ½g((n- l)a) + ½g((n+ l)a), 
.e. 

-log F(a; na) ~-½log F(a; (n-l)a)-½ log F(a; (n+ l)a), 

hence 
ixn < iXn+1 (n= 1, 2, ... ). 

Since F(a; x) is steadily decreasing, the numbers cXn are positive. Similarly 
we can prove O < {J1 < {J2 < .... 

Consequently the functions F(a; x) and <t>(a; x), determined by a) 
and b), possess the properties 3° and 4°. Applying the results of the pre
ceding see;tions we conclude that the function l!\(a; x), defined by 

00 

(27) F 1(a; x)= J F(a; t) <t>(a; t+x)dt, 
0 

is logarithmic concave in the interval O < x < oo. 

We proceed to prove the relation 

00 

(28) lim F 1(a; x)= f f(t) cp(t+x)dt=fi(x). 
a-,.+o 0 

Let t:1 be a positive number. Choose o= o(e1), such that 

1/(x')-/(x)I} <t:1 ifx-o<x'<x+o,x>0,x'>0. 
[cp(x')-cp(x)[ 

Since for fixed -r > 0 the differences f(t +-r)- f (t), cp(t + -r)- cp(t) tend to zero 
as t tends to infinity, and since the functions /(x) and cp(x) are continuous 
and monotonic, this number cl can be chosen so as to be independent of x. 
Take a< o and let n be the positive integer with ( n - 1 )a :;;; x < na. Then 
we have 

/((n- l)a) > f(x)>f(na) cp((n--. l)a) > cp(x)>cp(na) 
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and 

/((n-l)a) ~ F(a; x)>/(na) , cp((n-i)a) :::::=: c/>(a; x)><p(na). 

Hence 

IF(a;x)-/(x)I} <s1if0<a<o. 
ltP(a; x)-cp(x)j 

From a), b) and the logarithmic concavity of /(x) and ip(x) we deduce 

F(a; x) ;£ f(x) , <P(a; x) ~ cp(x) for x > 0. 

Now let i:: be a positive number. Choose A> 0, such that 

00 

J f(t) <p(t+x)dt<e for x ~ 0, 
A 

and take s1 = (1/A)s. It follows that, for a< o= o((l/A)s), 

IF1(a; x)-/1(x)I = /1(x)- F1(a; x) 
A 

= J {t(t) <p(t+x)-F(a; t) <P(a; t+x)}dt + 
0 

00 

+ J {t(t) cp(t+x)-F(a; t) <P(a; t+x)}dt 
A 

A A 

<f(0) J {<p(t+x)-<P(a; t+x)}dt+<P(a; 0) J {f(t)-F(a; t)}dt+ 
0 0 

00 

+ J f(t) <p(t+x)dt 
A 

<Ae1 +Ai::1 +e= 3s. 

This proves the relation (28). 
By what we have proved the inequality (1) holds, if for g(x) we take 

the function -log F1(a; x). According to (28) the same inequality holds 
for each triple of real numbers x1, x, x2 with O ;£ x1 <x<x2, if for g(x) we 
take the function f1(x). Hence /1(x) is logarithmic concave in the interval 
0 <x<=. 

Since in the above analysis for each e the numbers a, A can be chosen 
so as to be independent of x, the relation (28) even holds uniformly for 
x 2:: 0. Now for each a>0 the function F 1(a; x) certainly is continuous. 
Hence fi(x) is continuous for x 2:: 0. 

The proof of the main part of theorem I is now completed. 

7. Proof of the last part of theorem I 

Let f(x) and cp(x) be continuous for x > 0 and fulfill the conditions 
1° and 2°, whereas f(0) = qi(0) = l. Put 

-log <p(x)='IJ!(X) , -log /1(x)=g1(x), 

and suppose that 'f/!(X) is not linear in any interval a < x< oo (a> 0). By a 
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refinement of the foregoing proof we shall show that g1(x) even satisfies 
the condition 

Then the proof of theorem l will be completed. 
Since 'l/J(x) is convex, we have 

'!p(X2)-1J1(X1) < ip(X4)-1j!(X3) ·1 < 
i O = X 1 < X 2, X 3 < X 4. 

X2-X1 X4-X3 

Choose a> 0 arbitrary and put 

y = inf v,(x2)-ip(x1) ; 
a~x1<X3 X2-X1 

since 'l/J(X) is steadily increasing, we have y > 0. There further exist a 
positive number b > a and a positive number y' > y, such that 

ip(X2)-'lp(X1) > y' if b < X < X . 
X2-X1 - - 1 2 

Let a be a positive number <½a. \Ve return to the functions F(a;x), 
<P(a; x), F 1(a; x), defined in the foregoing section, and the numbers ,x,,, {J,, 
connected with these functions. Let U,,(x), Vn(x) (n= 1, 2, ... ) be defined 
by (13), (14), and put 

H(x)=F1(a; x) F~(a; x)-{F;(a; x)}2 (x=,t:O, a, 2a, ... ) 
n 

Tn= ! tk (n= I, 2, ... ), 
k=l 

where tk is defined by (25), so that 

To the expression H(x) we can apply the result of section 4, viz. the 
relation (24). This gives 

00 

H(x) < U1(x) L tk Vk(x) if O<x<a, 
k=l 

hence 
00 

H(x) < U 1(x) z T,, · {Vn(x) - V,,u(x)} 
n=l 

In order to obtain an estimate for H(x) in the intervals ga<x< (g+ I )a, 
where g is a non-negative integer, we consider the function 

1 
<P*(a;x) = <P(a;ga) <P(a;x-ga). 
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We have 

<P*(a;x)=d!e-fl!:i: if (n-l)a:::;;;x~na (n=l,2, ... ), 

where d!, f3: are positive constants with 

dt =<.P*(a; 0)= I , <P*(a; na)=d!e-P!r•0 , 

f)!={J,,.+u (n=I, 2, ... ). 

Starting with the pair of functions F(a; x), <P*(a; x) in stead of the pair 
F(a; x), <P(a; x) we can form the corresponding expression H(x). To this 
expression we can apply the estimate found above. Stating the result in 
terms of the original functions we find that in the interval ga < x < (g + l )a 
the expression H(x) satisfies the estimate 

(29) 

where 

Put 

Ulul(x) = <P(a;ga) e-fi1:i: = e-<fi,+ ... +fiul"'-fiu+i"', 

V!.9l(x) = <P(a;ga) • e-("i+ ... +,,,"'la-<fJ[+ ... +fJ~>a+,x,.:r 

K = rnJ - l, N = rnJ + l 

and let g run through the integers 0, l, ... , K. Then we.have (K + I)a < a, 
hence 

f3n = v,(nu)-v,:(n-l)o-) :::;;; y for n = I, 2, ... , K + I. 

Consequently 

Ul"'(x) > e-(.8,+ ... +fiu+fiu+1l0 

:2::: e-Y<u+ll" :2::: e-ra for g = 0, I, ... , K. 

For n ~ N we have (n+g)a :2::: Na>b, hence 

Henceforth 

fl _ 1/J((n+g+l)u)-'l'((n+g)a) ;;;:::: , 
n+u+l - O' - Y · 

f3n+u+i -()11+1 > y' -y for n=N, N +I, ... ; g= 0, I, ... , K. 

Now let n in particular have one of the values N, N + I, ... , 2N- I, 
so that (n+g+I)a < (2N+K)a:::;;; 2b+2a+a<2b+2a. 

There exists a fixed number //, only depending on a, b and the functions 
f(x), ip(x), but independent of a, such that 

{J£X,,.+i } :::;;; d' fpr n=N,, N + I, ... , 2N- I; g= 0, I, ... , K. 
n+a+l , , 
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Finally for V}S1(x)- qi (x) we get the estimate 

VW(x) - v~~~(x) = e-(,x,+ ... hN)c,-({l,+ ... +flN+ala+e<N"' 

. { 1 - e-<"N + 1 + ... +x2N)a-(fiN+o+1 + ... +/l2N+o'"+"2N"'-"N"'} 

> e-(2N + 010 '". { 1 - e- 1/lN + a-t l + ... +fl2N +01"} 

2 e-12N+KWa.{I - e-Ny'G\ 
- J 

> e-(2b-t2aib'. (1 _ e-bl'') 

or g=0, 1, ... ,Kand ga<x<(g+l)a. 

Using all these estimates we deduce from (29) 

hence 

(30) 

- H(x) > uiol(x) I f3n+o+i -f3u+1 . {V;.Y'(x) - V;.Yt1(x)} 
n=l Cl'.n+l +f3n+o+l 

2.N-1 {3 {3 
> e-ya L n+o-1-1 - u+i. {V;,Yl(x) - Vl.°t1(x)} 

n=N lXn+l +f3n+o+l 

, 2N-1 
> e-ya. y -y _z {VIOl(x) _ v10) (x)} 

2o' n=N n n+l 

= e-Ya • Y~~,Y {VW1(x) - VtJ(x)}, 

_ H(x) > Y~~,Y e-Ya-12b+2a.w. (I_ e-bl''), 

if ga<X< (g+ l)a and g is one of the integers 0, I, ... , K. 
The right hand member of (30) does not depend on a. Noting the 

definition of H(x), we conclude that for each positive number a there 
exists a positive number A, independent of a, such that 

dB 
dx2 {- log F 1(a;x)} 

exists and is at least equal to A for each pair of real numbers a and x with 

0 < a< ½a, 0 < x < ½a , :: not integral. 
(J 

Writing -log F1(a; x)=g1(a; x) it follows that 

_l_ {g1(a;x4)-g1(a;x3) _ g1(a;x2)-g1(a;x1)) 2 A, 
X3-X2 X4-X3 X2-X1 

if Xi, x2 , x3, x4 are positive numbers with 0 < x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 < ½a and if 
0<a<½a. Applying the relation (28) we see that the last inequality 
remains true if we replace g1(a;x) by g1(x)=-log/1(x). Hence g1(;t) is 
strictly convex in the interval (0, ½a). Since a was arbitrary, this proves 
·that /1(x) is strictly logarithmic concave in the interval 0 ::s;; x<=. 

This completes the proof of theorem I. 

Proof of theorem 2. The number y is finite (see note 2)). Applying 
theorem l with cp(x) = /(x) we see that 

') 00 = f f(t) f (t + x) dt 
y 0 
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exists for x ~ O and, as a funetion of x, is positive, continuous, steadily 
decreasing and logarithmic concave in t!le interval O < x < oo. Conse
quently the relations (4) define inductively a sequence of functions fn(x) 
which are all positive, continuous, steadily decreasing and logarithmic 
concave in the interval O < x<=. 

By hypothesis log f(x) is not a linear function of x in the interval 
0 :;£ x<=. Then there also exists a positive number a, such that log f(x) 
is not linear in the interval a < x < =- Inspecting the proof of the last 
part of theorem 1 we find that log fi(x) is not a linear functfon of x in the 
interval (0, ½a,). A fortiori log /1(x) is not a linear function of x in the 
interval O < x<oo. Hence all functions fn(x) !lave the property that 
log f,.(x) is not a linear function of x in the interval O ::;;:: x < oo. 

Let n be a non-negative integer. There exists a positive number ex, such 
that f,.(x)=O(e-""") as x-,,. oo. So we may deduce 

00 20000 

f f n+l (x) dx = - f f f n(t) f n(t + x) dt dx 
0 ')' 0 0 

20000 2 

= - f f fn(t) f n(t + x) dx dt = - f f f,.(t) f ,.(u) du dt, 
'Y o o 'Y ,.;,;1;;;:o 

hence 
oo I 1 oo 

f f n+1(X) dx = - ff fn(t) f.,(u) du dt = - { f f,.(u) du }2. 
o 'Y u;;.;o 'Y o 

1;;;:o 

Hence on account of (3) we find 
00 

f f,.(x)dx=y for n= 0, 1, 2, .... 
0 

Consequently, in order to complete the proof of theorem 2, it is sufficient 
to prove the relation 

~ f {f(t)}2dt> f(0), 
')' 0 

or, stated otherwise, 
00 00 

(31) 2 f {t(t)} 2dt- f(0) f f(t)dt> 0. 
0 0 

The left hand member of (31) is homogeneous (of degree 2) in f. Conse
quently we may suppose without loss of generality f(0) = 1. 

As in the proof of theorem 1 let 11 be a positive number and let the 
function F(a; x) be defined by 

a) F(a; n11)=f(na) (n=0, 1, 2, ... ) 
b) logF(11;x) is linear in each interval (n-l)a:::;: x <na (n=l, 2, ... ). 

Then there exist positive constants c,., ex,. (n= 1, 2, ... ), such that 

F(q;;r) = c,.e-"'n"' if (n-1) 11::;;: x < 'IUf 

0 < !X1 < !X2 ::;;:: ••• 

c,. e-"n""' = Cn+l e-"'n+1""' = F(11;n11) 

C1 = F(11;0) = 1. 
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Hence we can deduce 
00 co 

2 f {F(a;x)} 2 dx -F(a;O) f F(a;x) dx 
0 0 

00 1 
= L - [F2(a; (n - l)a) - F 2(a;na) - F(a; (n- l)a) + F(a;na)] 

n= 1 °'" 
l 00 (1 1) = - {F2(a; 0) - F(a; O)} - L - - - . {F 2(a;na) - F(a;na)} 

0<1 n=l O<n O<n+l 

00 (1 1) = L - - - · {F(a;na) -F2(a;na)}. 
n=l O<n °'n+l 

On account of ix,.< °'n+i the last expression certainly is non-negative. 
But we can say more. Since log f(x) is not linear in the interval O ;;;;; x<oo, 
there exist positive numbers a, b, y, y', such that 

2 a< b, y < y' 

°'n s y if n < rnJ 
IX,. > y' if n 2 rnJ + 1. 

If a has any value with O <a< ½a and n is a positive integer with 
[ (a/a)] s n s [(b/a) ], then 

F(a;na) - F 2(a; na) = F(a;na) • {1- F(a;na)} 

> F(a; rnJ a)·\ 1- F(a; un a)} > /(b) · {I - f(½a)}. 

Hence 
00 00 

2 f {F(a;x)}2 dx- F(a; 0) f F(a;x) dx 
0 0 

n-[a-lb] ( 1 1 ) 
2 L - - - • {F(a; na) - F 2(a;na)} 

n=[o-la] O<n IXn+l 

> f(b) · {l - /(½a)} n=[~
1

bl (: -~) 
n-[u-la] n n+l 

2 f(b) · {l - f(½a)} · (~ - ? )·· 
The last expression is positive and does not depend on a. We now apply 
the relation (28); this gives 

2 j {f(x)}2 dx - /(0) j f(x) dx 2 f(b) · {l - /(½a)}· (! - .;) . 
0 0 y y 

This proves (31) and so completes the proof of theorem 2. 
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